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Guard Your ID
GUARD YOUR ID

Protect your private information.

ADVANCED ROLLERS
A unique stamp that keeps others from seeing your private information. Specially formulated ink and oil-based pigment have been designed to mask printed text on many coated surfaces. Available in two sizes: Wide and Regular.

Advanced Roller Stamp Surface:
.6 in wide x 100 ft long / Will cover 3 lines of text
Wide Advanced Roller Stamp Surface:
1 in wide x 160 ft long / Will cover 6 lines of text

ADVANCED ROLLERS X
Our newest Advanced Roller features a modern body style and fresh color options. Offering the best coverage yet, the Advanced X Roller will work on most coated surfaces. Available in two sizes: Wide and Regular.

Advanced X Stamp Surface:
.6 in wide x 100 ft long / Will cover 3 lines of text
Wide Advanced X Stamp Surface:
1 in wide x 160 ft long / Will cover 6 lines of text

GUARD YOUR ID STICK ROLLER
Simple and effective protection in a compact size. It is perfect for masking long lines of text in a single stroke. Perfect for bank statements, bills, credit card offers and more.

Stick Roller Stamp Surface:
.6 in wide x 100 ft long / Will cover 3 lines of text
Refillable

A GREAT ALTERNATIVE TO A SHREDDER
• The ease of stamping saves you time.
• Portability allows for use at the home or office.
• Quiet, electricity-free and requires no emptying.
• Unlike shredded paper, stamped documents are recyclable.
• Compact size takes up less space.

For more information visit us on YouTube at www.youtube.com/user/Plusamerica1
GUARD YOUR ID LARGE STAMP
This oversized stamp allows you to instantly conceal large areas of personal information. Each ink pad is good for approximately 1,000 impressions.

Large Stamp Surface:
2.75 in wide x 1 in high / Will cover 6 lines of text
Refillable

GUARD YOUR ID MINI ROLLER
Mask long lines of text in a single stroke. The compact size fits easily in your briefcase, purse or drawer. A convenient cover protects the roller and allows for easy storage.

Mini Roller Stamp Surface:
.6 in wide x 100 ft long / Will cover 3 lines of text
Refillable

GUARD YOUR ID WIDE ROLLER
Cover more information quickly with a Wide Roller. Extend and retract the roller head with the click of a button, preventing accidental inking when not in use.

Wide Roller Stamp Surface:
2.2 in wide x 160 ft long / Will cover 14 lines of text
Refillable

GUARD YOUR ID ROLLER
Easy to use. Simply glide the roller over all of the text you want covered, and let the unique stamp pattern do its job. Perfect for use on bank statements, bills, credit card offers and more.

Roller Stamp Surface:
1 in wide x 160 ft long / Will cover 6 lines of text
Refillable

GUARD YOUR ID CAMO TAPE
Effortlessly hide complete sentences or just a single letter. Camo Tape is ideal for selectively blocking out small areas of text on documents you wish to keep or distribute to others.

Camo Tape:
.25 in wide x 26 ft long
Refillable

Over 100 patterns were tested when developing the Guard Your ID Stamp, before settling on the use of letters. The letters were then positioned just right until the pattern could successfully cover any string of characters, in any font.
- Unique curved blades offer 2x the cutting force of straight edge scissors.
- A low friction pivot ring allows for smooth and effortless cutting, even with extended use.
- Perfect for everyday use, children and people with weaker hands.

**TWIGGY SCISSORS**
Pen-size scissors conveniently fit in your purse or drawer. Locking blades and safety cap offer protection when scissors are not in use. Perfect for on the go. TSA compliant.

Scissor Length: 5.3 in / Blade Length: 1.6 in

**FITCUT CURVE SCISSORS**
Unique curved blades offer 2x the cutting force of straight-edge scissors, eliminating hand fatigue after extensive cutting. Double layered grips fit comfortably in your hand.

Scissor Length: 6.8 in / Blade Length: 2.5 in

**FITCUT CURVE SCISSORS**
Durable, stainless steel blades will easily cut through cardboard, plastic, flowers, food or packing tape, and the blunt tip makes them safe for users of all ages.

Scissor Length: 8.25 in / Blade Length: 3.4 in

**EXTRA LONG SCISSORS**
These unique scissors are a great addition to your home, office or craft room. Easily open packaging, or clip coupons, articles and craft supplies with just one swipe.

Scissor Length: 13.25 in / Blade Length: 8.5 in
MAGNETS
Will hold approximately 150 sheets of paper!

EXTRA STRONG MAGNETS
Rubber installed on the back of the magnet, adds extra strength and prevents the magnet from sliding down vertical surfaces. The firm grip of the clip can hold approximately 150 sheets of paper. A hole on the right side of the magnet may be used to conveniently hang a pen with string.
Dimensions: 1.9 in long x 1.85 in wide x 1.15 in high

WIDE EXTRA STRONG MAGNETS
Heavy duty magnets are extra strong and have a longer width to reduce paper sagging. The easy-to-open clip is strengthened by a rubber grip, and will easily hold over 150 sheets of paper. Additional rubber installed on the back of the magnet, prevents it from sliding down vertical surfaces.
Dimensions: 1.81 in long x 4.84 in wide x 1.18 in high

- Heavy duty, extra strong magnet and clip.
- Rubber strip on the back of the magnet helps prevent sliding on vertical surfaces.
- Several colors and styles available.
DESKTOP STAPLE-FREE STAPLER
Decorate any desktop with a brightly colored Paper Clinch, and never buy staples again. The desktop stapler can fasten up to 10 sheets of paper, and without the presence of staples, recycling is made easy. Just drop it in the bin.

5.2 in x 2.9 in x 4.9 in

HANDHELD STAPLE-FREE STAPLER
This unique tool uses an inter-folding process to fasten paper without the use of staples. The handheld Paper Clinch can fasten up to 5 sheets of paper, and features a power assist mechanism that has been designed to staple with minimum force.

6.25 in x 1.31 in x 4.44

MINI STAPLE-FREE STAPLER
Its compact size, power assist mechanism and fun color options, make the Mini Paper Clinch a perfect tool for children. Easily toss it in a drawer, purse or backpack, the stapler is always ready to use. Can fasten up to 4 sheets of paper.

2.75 in x 1 in x 2.4 in

PAPER CLINCH
Staple-Free Stapler

- Fasten paper without the use of staples.
- Unique inter-folding process.
- Shred “stapled” papers instantly.
- Never buy staples again.

· Fasten paper without the use of staples.
· Unique inter-folding process.
· Shred “stapled” papers instantly.
· Never buy staples again.

A file and Comfortable
This is easy “form”...
I was like, “Is this a
reality?...”

MINI STAPLE-FREE STAPLER

HANDHELD STAPLE-FREE STAPLER

DESKTOP STAPLE-FREE STAPLER
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MINI STAPLE-FREE STAPLER

HANDHELD STAPLE-FREE STAPLER

DESKTOP STAPLE-FREE STAPLER

A file and Comfortable
This is easy “form”...
I was like, “Is this a
reality?...”
BOUND NOTEBOOKS
The lightweight and slim size make these notebooks the perfect travel companions. They will easily fit in a pocket, purse or desk drawer. Each book contains 40 thick pages, with subtle graph lines. The sturdy thread binding allows the book to lay completely flat for effortless writing.
4.15 in x 8.5 in x .4 in

WIDE BOUND NOTEBOOKS
The larger size of these thread bound notebooks allows you to store more information, while still easily fitting in a folder, briefcase or desk drawer. Each notebook contains 40 sheets of thick graph paper.
6 in x 8.5 in x .4 in

RING NOTEBOOKS
Quality, spiral bound notebooks contain 50 pages with subtle graph lines that make them perfect for journaling, making lists or sketching. The notebooks also include two pockets in the back of the book, a sturdy plastic cover for protection, and an elastic closure.
4.25 in x 8.5 in x .5 in
CORRECTION TAPE
Achieve a more professional look without any drying time.

- Smooth application.
- Tape adheres firmly to the paper.
- Ergonomic, comfortable and easy-to-use.
- Many shapes and styles available.

**CORRECTION TAPE FX**
The ergonomic body style applies tape in a sideways motion that offers improved stability and better adhesion. The swivel capabilities of the roller head firmly applies the tape at multiple angles.

Tape Width: 1/5 in / Tape Length: 33 ft

**WHITE AWAY MINI - 2 PACK**
Sold in a money-saving two pack, the handy size of the ME fits easily in your hand, pencil case or drawer. Create neat and clean strips of correction tape.

Tape Width: 1/5 in / Tape Length: 16 ft

**CORRECTION TAPE PS**
Offers familiar pen-like features: A top button to extend and retract the tip; a handy pocket clip; and a sculpted grip for a firm hold. Tape is applied smoothly from start to finish.

Tape Width: 1/5 in / Tape Length: 20 ft

**CORRECTION TAPE MR**
The unique body style fits comfortably in your hand and produces smooth, consistent corrections. Quick and easy refill process.

Tape Width: 1/5 in / Tape Length: 20 ft
Refillable
· Honeycomb, repositionable, vellum tapes and more.
· Durable applicators offer smooth application.
· An effortless refill process for most tapes.

TG-610BC
The TG-610BC applicator holds an astounding 72 feet of permanent glue tape! Use the tape knowing you won’t run out any time soon. Ergonomic body style fits comfortably in your hand.
Tape Width: 1/3 in / Tape Length: 72 ft
Refillable

TG-620BC
Tape features a honeycomb pattern that breaks cleanly at the end of each application. This pattern also allows errors to be corrected by simply rubbing off the unnecessary adhesive.
Tape Width: 1/3 in / Tape Length: 52 ft
Refillable

TG-610BC-RE
Repositionable glue tape allows glued items to be picked up and repositioned again and again. Perfect for memos or project planning.
Tape Width: 1/3 in / Tape Length: 52 ft
Refillable

TG-610BC-VE
Designed to be invisible when used on transparent materials such as vellum, this glue tape is an essential tool for any crafter.
Tape Width: 1/3 in / Tape Length: 52 ft
Refillable

TG-810
Though compact, the TG-810 holds 26 feet of permanent glue tape. This non-refillable tape features a retractable head to protect the glue tip.
Tape Width: 1/4 in / Tape Length: 26 ft

TG-720 Series
A unique pen-style applicator fits comfortably in your hand. Contains honeycomb patterned adhesive that breaks cleanly after each use. Adhesive is slightly tinted for increased visibility. Available in 3 widths.
Tape Width: 3/16 in, 1/4 in, 1/3 in
Tape Length: 26 ft
Refillable

TG-610BC-RE
Repositionable glue tape allows glued items to be picked up and repositioned again and again. Perfect for memos or project planning.
Tape Width: 1/3 in / Tape Length: 52 ft
Refillable
DECO TAPE
Great for kids and crafters of all ages.

- Simply pull across the paper to easily apply pattern printed tape.
- Many fun patterns to choose from.
- Great for kids and crafters of all ages.

DECO TAPE PETIT
Unique, hand-drawn patterns are perfect for decorating planners, checklists, gift tags or crafts. Brightly colored applicators are compact enough to carry with you anywhere.

Regular - Tape Width: 1/4 in  Tape Length: 9 ft
Wide - Tape Width: 1/3 in  Tape Length: 9 ft

DECO TAPE
Pen-style applicator features a flexible mini roller head that allows for smooth, consistent pattern placement. Easily create accents, borders, or backgrounds. Perfect for cards, notes, scrapbooks, and more!

Tape Width: 1/4 in  Tape Length: 20 ft
DECO ROLLER

Quickly and easily make patterns of any length.

- Features a self-inking stamp cartridge.
- Easily mix and match patterns.
- Use alone or add a personal touch with color, embossing, embellishments and more.
- Instantly create borders, backgrounds and more.

DECO ROLLER
The self-inking stamp cartridge allows you to continuously apply the pattern without having to stop and add more ink. Only one applicator is necessary, easily swap the pattern cartridges in and out. Retractable roller head allows for easy storage. Quickly roll out long patterns for borders, or use multiple rows to create unique backgrounds.
Roller Stamp Surface: 1 in wide x 160 ft long

MINI DECO ROLLER
The self-inking stamp cartridge allow you to quickly and easily create patterns of any length. A roller cap protects the stamp and prevents accidental inking. Many colors and patterns to choose from. They are perfect for scrapbooks, gift tags or cards.
Roller Stamp Surface: 1/2 in wide x 100 ft long